**OUR STUDENTS’ WORLD**

THIRD YEAR MHSA STUDENTS (Class of 2019): are now well-engaged in their administrative residencies. Coming HERALDs will update you about their residency locations and preceptors. SECOND YEAR MHSA STUDENTS (Class of 2020) are now underway with their academics as of yesterday and their focus in year #2, besides academics, is finding and deciding on an administrative residency. FIRST YEAR MHSA STUDENTS (Class of 2021) took part in orientation on August 16-17, 2018 last week and also started classes this week. Special thanks to the second-year MHSA class for hosting various get-acquainted events throughout the summer. BSHSA and HECOR students also got underway with fall semester classes yesterday on August 20.

**OUR FACULTY WORLD:** Core Faculty Members Our HSA Department has outstanding core faculty:

- **Dr. Eileen Alexander**, Assistant Professor – BSHSA, public health and MS-HECOR courses
- **Dr. Rick Browne**, Associate Professor – MHSA ethics; undergraduate BSHSA program director and BSHSA courses
- **Dr. Stephanie Donauer**, Assistant Professor – BSHSA quant plus MS-HECOR courses
- **Dr. Lin Guo**, Associate Professor – MHSA and BSHSA quality and performance improvement; quantitative methods; engineering concepts
- **Mr. Dee Ellingwood**, MS Teaching Professor – MHSA organizational theory; strategic management; marketing; capstone
- **Dr. Eddie Hooker**, Professor – MHSA clinical processes; epidemiology; BSHSA medical terminology
- **Dr. Peter Mallow**, Assistant Professor and Program Director, MS-HECOR and MS-HECOR courses
- **Mr. Thomas Ruthemeyer, MBA, CPA**, Teaching Professor – MHSA healthcare finance and financial management; BSHSA finance
- **Dr. France Weaver**, Assistant Professor – MHSA and BSHSA health economics and health policy

Adjunct faculty will be featured in next week’s HERALD. Faculty gathered at an “All Faculty/Department Meeting” last week on Wednesday, August 15, 2018 for our annual gathering.

**Men and Women for Others: Thinkers, Inspirers, and Leaders in Health Services Administration**
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